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wav.a2 aplusphysics: waves-wave characteristics 10. the diagram below represents a periodic transverse wave
traveling in a uniform medium. on the diagram above, draw a wave having both a smaller amplitude and the
same wavelength as the given wave. characteristics of waves properties of waves - characteristics of
waves guided reading and study properties of waves this section describes the basic properties of waves. it
also explains how a wave’s speed is related to its wavelength and frequency. use target reading skills as you
read about the properties of waves, make an outline using the red headings science spectrum answer
keycontinued - weebly - interactive reader 23 answer key science spectrum answer keycontinued 4. it
increases. ... chapter 15 waves section 1 types of waves 1. zero 2. air 3. electromagnetic 4. energy is
transferred to the water. ... section 2 characteristics of waves 1. they are the same. 2. the distance between
two neighboring teacher resource page answer key - weebly - holt science spectrum 61 waves answer
key concept reviews section: types of waves 1. sound waves—the air; seismic waves— earth; water
waves—the ocean 2. a. electromagnetic waves b. electric fields and magnetic fields 3. a. particles in the
medium oscillate perpendicular to the direction the wave travels b. particles in the medium oscillate
properties of waves (pages 11–15) - waves is one wave per second. • frequency is measured in units
called hertz (hz). if one wave passes a point each second, the frequency is 1 hz. if two waves pass a point each
second, the frequency is 2 hz. answer the following questions. use your textbook and the ideas above. 5. the
number of waves that go by a point in a certain amount of ... waves and wave properties teachengineering - 2. frequency: how many waves go past a point in one second; unit of measurement is
hertz (hz). the higher the frequency, the more energy in the wave. 10 waves going past in 1 second = 10 hz
1,000 waves go past in 1 second = 1,000 hz 1 million waves going past = 1 million hz characteristics of
waves interactions of waves - characteristics of waves characteristics of waves guided reading and study
interactions of waves this section describes how waves bounce back, bend and interact with each other. use
target reading skills before reading the section, write questions based on the red headings and record them in
the graphic organizer below. 8th grade science waves unit information - troup.k12 - waves unit test 1
study guide | waves unit test 1 study guide key click on the links below for resources by essential question: eq
1: what are the characteristics of mechanical and electromagnetic waves? eq 2: how do changes in one part of
a wave affect other parts of a wave? eq 3: how are sound waves affected by changes in amplitude and pitch?
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